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About the Film

Downriver is a poetic hymn to the end of an important part of a life. It is also
about the beginning of a new one. This sense of new possibilities, inspired by
another living being, allows audience and artist to venture out, again, upon
the unplumbed salt estranging sea of imagination.

Artists Statement by M.T. Kelly
Downriver is about one man’s inexhaustible responsiveness to nature. The
film also reflects, through poetry, images and music, how the awe created by
the green world, the feeling that "this music is not about you" can offer hope
and healing. Downriver is not an elegy, though it refers to people and places
that are gone forever; it is about a sense of possibilities, a new life.
The vector to this new life is Niva, the Malinois. She was named after the
Celtic Goddess Nimah, usually pronounced "Neeve" but subject to much
variation! The myth associated with this goddess is about the impossibility of
resisting change. Downriver is about life as it is, about what can be available
to us, whether it is called a sense of wonder, the grandeur of God, or the
numinous. Downriver was conceived as a vision, incorporates a muse, and
invites the audience to
"Guard themselves from those thoughts
That come from the mind alone;
These images sing a lasting song,
That come from the marrow-bone."
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